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We consider a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) with attractive two-body interactions in a cigar-
shaped trap, initially prepared in its ground state for a given negative scattering length, which is
quenched to a larger absolute value of the scattering length. Using the mean-field approximation,
we compute numerically, for an experimentally relevant range of aspect ratios and initial strengths
of the coupling, two critical values of quench: one corresponds to the weakest attraction strength
the quench to which causes the system to collapse before completing even a single return from the
narrow configuration (“pericenter”) in its breathing cycle. The other is a similar critical point for
the occurrence of collapse before completing two returns. In the latter case, we also compute the
limiting value, as we keep increasing the strength of the post-quench attraction towards its critical
value, of the time interval between the first two pericenters. We also use a Gaussian variational
model to estimate the critical quenched attraction strength below which the system is stable against
the collapse for long times. These time intervals and critical attraction strengths—apart from being
fundamental properties of nonlinear dynamics of self-attractive BECs—may provide clues to the
design of upcoming experiments that are trying to create robust BEC breathers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Presently, at least two experimental groups [1, 2] are
trying to realize Gross-Pitaevskii breathers [3–8] in at-
tractive Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [9]. Their im-
mediate goal is to create conditions such that the system
is well-described by the one-dimensional (1D) integrable
nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (NLSE),
iψt = −1
2
ψxx + η |ψ|2 ψ (1)
[10], with η < 0, and then to excite a breather—a “nonlin-
ear superposition” of fundamental NLSE solitons whose
centers of mass coincide and which are at rest relative
to each other [11]. Experimentally, the effectively 1D
approximation is provided by placing the BEC in a elon-
gated, cigar-shaped trap [12]. The breather that is the
principal target of the current experimental efforts is
shown in Fig. 1. Apart from being objects of interest
in their own right, breathers are also potentially useful
in atomic interferometry [8].
Breathers may be excited by quenching the nonlin-
earity strength η in Eq. (1). Here and below, by the
“strength” of a negative quantity we mean its magni-
tude, and, accordingly, by “stronger” and “weaker” we
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FIG. 1. The 1 :3 breather. The density profile, at three
points of time, of an exact two-soliton solution of the inte-
grable 1D NLSE, built of fundamental solitons with coinciding
centers, zero velocities, and norms 1/4 and 3/4. The solid line
corresponds to the initial profile, the dotted line to the profile
at 1/4 density period, and the dashed line to 1/2 period.
will mean interaction strengths which are larger and
smaller in magnitude, respectively. In BECs, the quench
can be applied via magnetically tuned Feshbach reso-
nances [13, 14]. Here one may take advantage of a spe-
cial property of the integrable NLSE: Consider an N -
soliton breather, composed of N fundamental solitons
with norm ratios 1: 3 : 5 : 7 : . . . : (2N−1) (an “odd-norm-
ratio breather”), with their phases synchronized initially.
At the point in its breathing cycle at which it is the widest
2(the “apocenter”), its wave function is the same as for a
fundamental soliton generated by Eq. (1) with the value
of η which is smaller by a factor of N2 [4]. Thus, for
example, to excite the 1: 3 breather, we first prepare a
fundamental soliton of the NLSE, and then apply the
quench, suddenly multiplying η by 4.
Following the quench, the system will start to
“breathe,” alternating between a narrow density profile
(the “pericenter”) and a wide one (the “apocenter”). For
the quench factor close to 4, numerical simulations pro-
duce breathings of the longitudinal density profile which
resemble the picture generated by the exact two-soliton
solution displayed in Fig. 1, which includes the develop-
ment, at the pericenter, of the two “dwarf satellite peaks”
adjacent to the central peak. Note that the satellite
peaks are an interference effect, and do not imply frag-
mentation of the matter wave. Generally, this picture
is quantitatively correct when (1) the 1D approximation
is accurate enough, for which we need the effective cou-
pling strength—the product of the absolute value of the
scattering length and of the number of particles—to be
as small as possible; (2) there is no longitudinal confine-
ment; and (3) the quench factor is close to 4. For smaller
quenches, the satellite peaks do not emerge, while the pro-
file (qualitatively speaking) oscillates between the solid-
line and the dotted-line shapes in Fig. 1. On the other
hand, for much larger quenches, the breathings become
more complex. In particular, if the quench is close to n2,
with integer n, the breathings resemble the well-known
exact solutions for n-solitons [4]. For example, the three-
dimensional (3D) breathings displayed in Fig. 2 are simi-
lar to those of the integrable 1D 3-soliton with the norm
ratio 1: 3 : 5, since the quench is close to 9.
Actual experiments deal with 3D settings, even if they
correspond to elongated traps. As is well known, 3D
self-attractive BECs are unstable against collapse [15–19]
whenever the coupling strength exceeds a certain criti-
cal value (however, see [20]). The collapse has been ob-
served and extensively studied experimentally too [21–
27]. On the theoretical side, a study of direct relevance
to the present work was reported in Ref. [28]. Similar
to what we do below, that work also used the mean-field
approximation, i.e., the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [GPE,
see Eq. (2) below]. It aimed to compute the “ground-
state (GS) critical value” (i.e., the value of the coupling
strength below which there is a stable GS within the
mean-field model, whereas the GS does not exist above
the critical value) for the full range of aspect ratios of the
cylindrically symmetric trap. For completeness’ sake, we
reproduce those results in Table I below.
However, breathers are excited states of the system,
rather than a GS. Thus, the boundaries of the parameter
regime in which the system is stable against dynamical
collapse of such states should be re-investigated. To this
end, suppose we prepare the BEC in its GS at some sub-
critical value of the coupling constant, βi [see Eq. (2)
below and the related text for the precise definition of
β], and then quench it to some βq = qβi, with q > 1.
FIG. 2. A complex breather. The axial density profile at
several points in time of a 3D breather. We are using the “nat-
ural units” introduced in the text preceding Eq. (A1). The
breather is obtained by initializing the system in the ground
state of the 3D GPE with γz = 0 and β = (1/8)βGS; here
βGS is the ground-state critical value of the coupling con-
stant. Then, at t = 0, we apply the quench factor 9.6 to
produce β = 1.2βGS. Because the quench is close to 3
2, the
breathings resemble those of the exact 3-soliton solution in 1D.
Note that the post-quench coupling strength is supercritical,
and the variational model of Sec. II suggests that the system
eventually collapses. Panel (a) shows the solitary wave ini-
tially narrowing until it reaches the “pericenter” at t = 28.
After that, as shown in (b), the system widens until reaching
the “apocenter” at t = 50. The double-peak structure at this
moment is a notable feature of the 1D 3-soliton, although it
can also occur for 2-solitons whose constituent fundamental
solitons have comparable norms [8]. In panel (c) the system
narrows again, until reaching a new, even narrower “pericen-
ter”. Then, the breather begins to widen again (not shown
here). Additionally, although it is not well visible on the scale
of these plots, following the quench there appears radiation
emitted by the breather. Radiation is present in the inte-
grable solution as well, if the quench factor is not exactly the
square of an integer [4].
3For every given aspect ratio of the trap and βi, there is a
critical value of βq, β(∞), such that the system is stable
against collapse at |βq| <
∣∣β(∞)∣∣ (at the GPE level) for
indefinitely long times, whereas the collapse eventually
happens at |βq| >
∣∣β(∞)∣∣. Intuitively, one may expect
that
∣∣β(∞)∣∣ < |βGS|, where βGS is the GS critical value of
the coupling. The variational analysis reported in Sec. II
turns the intuition into an explicit argument, and pro-
vide an estimate for β(∞) (whose absolute value indeed
turns out to be bounded by |βGS|, within the variational
model). Nevertheless, it is not known, and we do not
aim to address this rather complex issue here, whether∣∣β(∞)∣∣ < |βGS| always holds in the framework of the full
GPE.
Note that experimentally relevant time scales cannot
be effectively infinite relative to the breathing period [2].
Thus, it is relevant to consider metastability too.
What we observe numerically is that, in some param-
eter regions, immediately following the quench, the sys-
tem keeps shrinking while the height of the central peak
increases, leading to an immediate collapse. However, at
other values of the parameters, the system completes one
or more cycles of sequential narrowing and broadening
before it finally collapses, which may be categorized as a
delayed collapse [29], a kind of metastability. The varia-
tional treatment produced in Sec. II offers a qualitative
picture for this kind of the metastability.
We should mention that Biasi et al. [29] carried out a
study very much related to ours, which we discuss in Ap-
pendix D. We should also mention the work of Mardonov
et al. [30], which studies how one can use spin-orbit cou-
pling to control the collapse of a 2D condensate, even
blocking it completely in some regimes.
We will study two kinds of quench-critical coupling
strengths, which can be done with reasonable accuracy.
One is β(1), the smallest (in its absolute value) coupling
strength the quench to which causes the system to col-
lapse immediately, before completing even one return
from the pericenter. The other, β(2), is a critical value
for the occurrence of the collapse before completing two
returns. In the latter case, we also compute the limit-
ing value, as we keep increasing the coupling strength to-
wards the critical point, of the time interval between the
first two pericenters. Here we assume (as corroborated by
numerical results) that, as we keep all other parameters
fixed, if the system does not collapse before completing
a single return from the pericenter for a particular value
of the post-quench coupling, it will not collapse either
for any smaller value. Conversely, if the system does col-
lapse for a given value of the coupling, it will collapse as
well for all larger values. Similar statements hold when
considering the collapse before completing two returns.
This justifies defining the term “critical” for the above-
mentioned special values of the quench factor.
As usual, we start the analysis from the 3D GPE in-
cluding the harmonic-oscillator trapping potential with
transverse and longitudinal frequencies ω⊥ and ωz [9],
i~∂tΨ = − ~
2
2m
∇2Ψ+ gNa |Ψ|2Ψ
+
1
2
m
(
ω2r
(
x2 + y2
)
+ ω2zz
2
)
Ψ , (2)
with normalization
∫
V
|Ψ(~r, t)|2 dV = 1. Here m is the
atomic mass, Na the number of atoms, and g = 4π~
2a/m
the coupling constant, a being the scattering length of in-
teratomic interactions. Dimensional analysis shows that
the problem has two dimensionless parameters. The
usual choice are the following two [28]: the anisotropy pa-
rameter γz ≡ ωz/ωr, and the parameter β ≡ a3DNa/a⊥,
where a⊥ =
√
~/(mωr), which compares the strength of
the nonlinearity to the strength of the transversal con-
finement.
For numerical work, it makes sense to use “natural”
units, namely those in which ~ = m = ωr = 1 (see
Appendix A).
Note that for realistic description of experiments, one
would need to include the three-body losses in the model
as well as gain from the thermal cloud. But for the pur-
poses of this paper, we will take a more theoretical ap-
proach and study the GPE without these terms.
In Table I, for the sake of completeness we include the
tabulated values of |βGS(γz)| from Gammal et al. [28].
γz 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 1.0
|βGS(γz)| 0.676 0.676 0.677 0.675 0.666 0.654 0.629 0.575
TABLE I. The values of |βGS(γz)| = (Na |a3D|)crit/a⊥ as a
function of the aspect ratio γz, for cigar-shaped trapping con-
figurations, as reproduced from Ref. [28]. In terms of notation
adopted in that work, γz = λ and |βGS(γz)| = λ
−1/6k(λ).
II. THE VARIATIONAL MODEL
As the first step of the analysis, we address the prob-
lem variationally [31–35]. We will be using the following
effective equations for matter-wave Gaussian widths (wx,
wy, and wz) derived in Ref. [35]; the approach of Ref.
[36], although not variational, is similar in spirit. Very
similar equations were also used in the study of collapse
in Ref. [37], except that here it was assumed that the
density profile in the z-direction is a sech-squared, the
shape of the exact 1D single soliton.
mw¨x =
~
2
mw3x
+
gNa
(2π)3/2
1
w2xwywz
−mω2rwx ,
mw¨y =
~
2
mw3y
+
gNa
(2π)3/2
1
wxw2ywz
−mω2rwy , (3)
mw¨z =
~
2
mw3z
+
gNa
(2π)3/2
1
wxwyw2z
−mω2zwz ,
4where w¨x ≡ d2wx/dt2, and similarly for wy and wz . Here
the Gaussian widths are variational parameters in the
Gaussian ansatz,
Ψ(x, y, z, t) = A(t)eiθ(t)
× exp
[
−1
2
(
x2
w2x(t)
+
y2
w2y (t)
+
z2
w2z (t)
)
+
i
2~
(
px(t)x
2 + py(t)y
2 + pz(t)z
2
)]
. (4)
The amplitude in the ansatz may be expressed in terms
of the Gaussian widths and the norm N(t) of the wave
function (the norm is not a priori constrained to be con-
stant, though we do assume that the wave function is
normalized to unity at t = 0, N(0) = 1):
A(t) =
1
π3/4
√
N(t)
wx(t)wy(t)wz(t)
.
Here we assumed that the center of mass of the solitary
wave is at rest, hence that the dynamics is restricted to
the evolution of the longitudinal and transverse widths.
Besides the Gaussian widths, this ansatz contains sev-
eral other real-valued variational parameters: N(t), the
instantaneous norm of the wave function; θ(t), the part of
the complex phase that depends only on time but not on
the spatial coordinates; and the so-called “chirps” px,y,z
[32, 33]. The necessity of these “chirps” is well-known,
but not really explained in the literature; we provide a
brief discussion of them in the Appendix.
The GPE (2) is the Euler-Lagrange equation that
extremizes the action S =
∫
V
dV
∫
dtL, with the La-
grangian density
L = i~
2
(
ΨΨ˙∗ − Ψ˙Ψ∗
)
+
~
2
2m
|∇Ψ|2
+
1
2
gNa |Ψ|4 + 1
2
m
(
ω2r
(
x2 + y2
)
+ ω2zz
2
) |Ψ|2 .
To get a variational approximation, we substitute the
Gaussian variational ansatz of Eq. (4) into L and per-
form the 3D spatial integration over all space. This re-
sults in an effective Lagrangian L which is a function of
the variational parameters. Now one demans that the
usual Euler-Lagrange equations (ELEs) be satisfied for
each variational parameter. The ELE for θ(t) gives that
the norm N(t) is constant in time, and is therefore 1 at
all times. The ELEs for the chirps enable us to express
them in terms of the Gaussian widths: px = mw˙x/wx,
and similarly for y- and z-components [note that there
is a typo in Ref. [35], where ~ must not be squared in
Eq. (11a)]. Finally, the ELEs for the widths will depend
also on the chirps, but not on θ(t). Since the chirps can
be expressed in terms of the widths, we end up with a
homogeneous system (3) involving the widths only and
none of the other variational parameters. In principle,
there is also an ELE for the norm, which gives the equa-
tion of motion for θ(t), but this is not of interest to us.
Clearly, there are essential features of the actual GPE
dynamics that this variational model cannot capture,
such as the dwarf satellite peaks visible at the half-period
in Fig. 1 and at various points in Fig. 2, and the double-
peak structure at t = 50 in the latter figure. Furthermore,
the variational model does not allow for weak collapse (in
which only a vanishing fraction of the solitary wave ulti-
mately reaches the sigularity), but rather only for strong
one (where that fraction is finite, in fact 100% within
the variatinal model). However, it is known that the 3D
GPE only supports weak collapse [15–17, 19, 27]. Nev-
ertheless, the variational model helps to gain qualitative
understanding of the model’s dynamics.
Equations (3) have the form of the Newton’s equa-
tions of motion for a particle in a 3D potential. To help
with the analysis, we impose cylindrical symmetry on
the equations, setting wx(t) = wy(t). Also, from now
on we will work in the natural units (Appendix A). To
get the resulting 2D Newton’s equations to also be deriv-
able from a potential, we use a rescaled radial coordinate,
wx(t)/
√
2 = wy(t)/
√
2 ≡ r(t), and accordingly change
the notation for the axial width, wz(t) ≡ z(t). The ap-
propriate 2D potential is then
V (r, z |β, γz) =
2
r2
+
1
2z2
+
β√
2π3/2r2z
+
1
2
(
r2 + γ2zz
2
)
. (5)
Similar equations appear also in Ref. [37].
Thus, the “breathing” of the matter wave is modeled
by the trajectory (r(t), z(t)) of a unit-mass classical par-
ticle in the potential V . A typical shape of this potential
is shown in Fig. 3 (a similar surface was discussed in
Ref. [37]). For given γz > 0 and β < 0, the potential has
the following features: if |β| is not too large, there is a
local minimum (corresponding to the GS of the system,
and labeled M in Fig. 3), a negative singularity at the
origin (corresponding to the “black hole” [38] that forms
as a result of the collapse, and labeled H in the figure),
and a saddle point between the two (labeled S). We al-
ways quench from the GS of some potential; hence, the
effective particle corresponding to the post-quench state
always starts from the rest position. If the initial position
(labeled I) belongs to the “stability region”—defined as
the region that both (i) includes the local minimum and
(ii) is bounded by the saddle-point equipotential curve (la-
beled C in the figure)—then the particle does not have
enough energy to climb over the saddle point and even-
tually fall into the singularity at the origin; hence, the
system is stable against collapse. On the other hand, if
I is outside the stability region, the collapse is energet-
ically allowed. However, the particle’s trajectory may,
initially at least, keep missing the singularity. Intuitively,
however, one may believe that this would not continue
forever: as the system is far from integrability, it should
be ergodic enough for almost every trajectory, whose en-
ergy is larger than the value of potential V at S, to pass,
sooner or later, too close to the origin and be sucked into
the collapse singularity. Therefore, quenches that place I
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FIG. 3. The effective potential for the variational ap-
proximation. This is a plot of the potential V (r, z |βq , γz)
in Eq. (5) for γz = 1/50 and βq = 0.903β
V
GS. Here β
V
GS is
the value of β at which potential V ceases to have a local
minimum at this γz (i.e. β
V
GS is the variational prediction for
the ground-state critical value of the coupling, βGS). Point
M is the local minimum of the potential, while S is the sad-
dle point. Region H marks the “potential hole” which, if the
system ventures into it, leads to the collapse, driving both the
radial and axial widths, r and z, to zero. Dashed curve C is
the equipotential level curve of the saddle point. The (r, z)
coordinates of point I correspond to the minimum of the po-
tential for βi = 0.0451β
V
GS. The system is first prepared in
this minimum (i.e., in its ground state for β = βi), and then
β is quenched by a factor of q = 20 to βq = 0.903β
V
GS. Since
the kinetic energy is zero immediately after the quench, the
post-quench potential energy at I is the total energy of the
effective particle, and, in the particular case presented here, it
will have enough energy to climb over the saddle point, mak-
ing the system unstable in the framework of the variational
model. For the system to be energetically protected against
collapse (i.e., stable over infinite times) at this particular value
of post-quench coupling βq, the pre-quench coupling βi should
be at least (1/8)βVGS, i.e., one should limit the quench factor
to q < 7.22. Even so, as the plotted trajectory shows, the
system completes two full returns from the pericenter before
finally making it over the saddle point and collapsing.
outside the stability region always result in a system that
either collapses immediately, or is effectively metastable,
collapsing in a finite time. For example, in Fig. 3, we
see a trajectory that misses the singularity twice before
finally being sucked into it on the third approach; we
found that small changes in the parameters can make a
difference in which approach to the saddle point turns
into a collapse.
As |β| grows larger, the local minimum M and the
saddle point S become closer, until they coalesce at some
critical value βVGS. For still larger values of |β|, the poten-
tial contains no local minima and no saddle points, and
the respective particle is never energetically protected
from falling into the singularity (in particular, βVGS is the
variational estimate of βGS). Similarly to the reasoning
above, the non-integrability of the system then suggests
that it will, with probability 1, collapse in a finite time,
irrespective of the initial state. In this case, the system
may nevertheless be effectively metastable for some time,
prior to the eventual onset of the collapse—at least if
the coupling strength is not much larger than its critical
value. However, numerical integration of the variational
equations of motion show that once the local minimum
(and so the variational ground state) is gone, metastabil-
ity is very weak. In contrast, it turns out that in the
full GPE, metastability continues well beyond the point
where the system has no stable ground state. This is why
we will not quantitatively study metastability within the
variational model. Instead, we will study two kinds of
metastability below, using the full GPE. The informative
aspects of the variational model, beyond the “mental pic-
ture” of Fig. 3, will be presented in Fig. 4. First, however,
we need to explain what functions will be plotted there.
We introduce some functions correspond-
ing to the quantities discussed above, namely
(rM(β, γz), zM(β, γz)), (rS(β, γz), zS(β, γz)), and
βVGS(γz), the meaning of which is self-explanatory. The
superscript “V” in the last item implies that it is pro-
duced by the variational model, as opposed to βGS(γz),
whose values are generated by the full GPE.
Our procedure that models the quench dynamics is de-
fined as follows. (1) Fix a value of the aspect ratio, say
γz,0, and of the coupling constant, say βi. The latter must
be sub-critical, |βi| <
∣∣βVGS(γz)∣∣, so that there is a stable
GS for this value of β. (2) Find the GS for these values
of γz and β, i.e., coordinates (rM(βi, γz,0), zM(βi, γz,0))
of the minimum of the potential V (r, z |βi, γz,0) . (3)
Change the coupling constant to βq = qβi, with quench
factor q > 1. In order for the following steps to make
sense, we must have |βq| 6
∣∣βVGS(γz)∣∣ (as mentioned
above, in terms of the variational model, the system can
be, at best, metastable if |β| >
∣∣βVGS∣∣; below, we study
metastability using the full GPE). (4) Find coordinates
(rS(βq, γz,0), zS(βq, γz,0)) of the saddle point of the post-
quench potential, V (r, z |βq, γz,0) . Now we define our
long-time stability criterion in the framework of the vari-
ational model: V (rM(βi, γz,0), zM(βi, γz,0) |βq, γz,0) <
V (rS(βq, γz,0), zS(βq, γz,0) |βq, γz,0) (note that the ar-
gument of rM and zM is βi, while everywhere else
it is βq). If this condition holds, then the effective
particle (which, post-quench, starts motion from the
initial rest position) does not have enough energy to
climb over the saddle point and fall into the poten-
tial hole. In this case, the variational model pre-
dicts that the system is stable against collapse at
all times. Accordingly, the critical quenched cou-
pling strength βV(∞)(β, γz) is defined as a solution
6of the equation V
(
rM(β, γz), zM(β, γz)
∣∣∣ βV(∞), γz) =
V
(
rS(β
V
(∞), γz), zS(β
V
(∞), γz)
∣∣∣βV(∞), γz) .
The results of the variational model are summarized in
Fig. 4. The conclusions are as follows. In Fig. 4(a), we
see that the maximal absolute value of the post-quench
coupling strength (such that the system is still stable
against the collapse even for infinite times, in the varia-
tional model) is about 90% of βVGS(γz) for small initial
βi, and it steadily increases up to 100% as βi approaches
βVGS, while the dependence on γz is weak. Figure 4(b) im-
plies that βVGS overestimates the numerically found value
of |βGS|, which is given in Table I, by about 15%. Fig-
ures 4(c)-(f) show how rS and zS, and rM and zM, de-
pend on β and γz . Note that, as β approaches β
V
GS(γz),
(rS, zS) and (rM, zM) approach a common value, which
is close to (1, 1). Only zM has a strong dependence on
γz, and only for small values of γz and β. In general, rS
and zS are always roughly equal to each other. A simple
explanation of this fact, which is arguably correct within
the variational model, would go as follows: reaching the
saddle point heralds the beginning of the collapse, and, in
the course of the collapse, the attractive interactions are
overwhelming everything else. Hence, the shape of the
collapsing condensate should be nearly spherical, at least
within the variational model. Figures 4(c) and (d) sug-
gest that β/βVGS is a good estimate of this approximately
common value of rS and zS.
We should note that the true asymptotic shape of a
collapsing single-peak solution of the GPE has been ex-
tensively studied in the literature, and there is solid evi-
dence that the collapse is indeed asymptotically isotropic
in its final stages. However, there are also some results
that contradict this claim, so that open questions still
remain (Appendix C).
III. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE GPE
The above variational model suggests that, even fol-
lowing a quench that results in a supercritical coupling
strength, the system may still avoid collapse for some
time, in a metastable state. By means of numerical meth-
ods, we aim to address the following narrow but funda-
mental questions: (1) What are the critical quenches that
result in an immediate collapse of the system, i.e., with-
out even a single return from the pericenter? (2) What
are the critical quenches that result in at least two returns
from the pericenter (i.e., one full cycle of the breathing)?
(3) In the latter case, as we approach the critical quench,
what is the limiting value of the time interval between
the first two passages through the pericenter?
The simulations were run by means of the GPELab
toolbox for MatLab [39, 40], which necessitates the use
of a uniform spatial grid. This makes it difficult to study
large quenches, because the system is initially broad (re-
quiring a large computational domain), and then drasti-
FIG. 4. Results from the variational model. (a)Within
the variational theory, βV(∞) is the strongest βq to which we
can quench and still have the system be energetically pro-
tected from collapse. It is a variational estimate of β(∞). Here
we plot how βV(∞) depends on the aspect ratio γz and the pre-
quench coupling βi. (b)
∣
∣βVGS
∣
∣ is the least upper bound on |β|
such that potential V in Eq. (5) still has a minimum. It is a
function of γz, and is a variational estimate of |βGS|. Compar-
ing these results to those in Table I, we see that the variational
model overestimates |βGS| by about 15%. In (c) we plot the
r-coordinate of the saddle point of the potential as a function
of β and γz. In (d)-(f), we do the same, respectively, for the
z-coordinate of the saddle point, and the r- and z-coordinates
of the potential minimum.
cally shrinks, requiring a closely spaced grid. For these
reasons, we here report the results for the pre-quench
coupling strength ≥ (1/8) |βGS|.
A. Critical quench leading to the immediate
collapse
For every γz and every initial βi, we steadily increase
the quench factor q and keep track of Amax,1, the peak
height at the first post-quench pericenter. The collapse
corresponds to a divergence in Amax,1, and since the
whole process looks like a critical phenomenon, one may
expect to see a power-law behavior. Indeed, we always
find that, as the quench factors approach the critical
value, the peak heights feature a power-law singularity:
Amax,1(βq) =
a
(b− βq)c , (6)
with c > 0. We identify parameter b with the β corre-
sponding to the critical quench, β(1); see a typical exam-
ple in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5. The power-law singularity for the first-
pericenter peak heights. We start from the ground state
for γz = 1/1000 and βi = (1/8)βGS(γz), and then quench to
βq . The open circles are the values of Amax,1, the peak height
at the first post-quench pericenter (for example, in Fig. 2 this
corresponds to the peak height ≈ 0.16, attained at t = 28)
The solid line is a fit to the power law, whose analytical form
is also displayed. From the fit, we conclude that the critical
value of βq is about 1.45βGS.
β(1)/βGS
as a function of βi/βGS and γz
0.125 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
0 1.47 1.11 1.013 0.987 0.991
1/1000 1.45 1.11 1.013 0.987 0.992
1/300 1.34 1.11 1.013 0.987 0.992
1/50 1.06 1.05 1.005 0.986 0.992
TABLE II. The values of β(1) (βi, γz) /βGS (γz), where∣
∣β(1) (βi, γz)
∣
∣ is the largest value of post-quench |β| (i.e. of
|βq |) to which we can quench, starting from the ground state
at βi and γz, so that, prior to collapse, the breather performs
at least one return from the pericenter. For example, start-
ing from the ground state at γz = 1/300 and βi = 0.3βGS
(where, according to Table I, βGS = −0.676), the system
will immediately collapse if we quench to a |βq | > 1.11 |βGS|,
whereas it will manage at least one return from the pericenter
if |βq| < 1.11 |βGS|.
The results for β(1) obtained this way are summarized
in Table II. We see that the largest critical values of the
coupling strength—almost 50% larger in magnitude than
the corresponding GS critical values |βGS(γz)|—occur for
small values of γz and βi. In other regimes, the critical
value of the post-quench β is close to βGS: slightly larger
than βGS if γz is larger but βi is still small, and slightly
smaller than βGS if βi is close to βGS, regardless of the
value of γz. The lack of dependence on γz when |β| is
large makes sense, because when βi is close to βGS, the
GS has a very small size and a roughly spherical shape,
as in this case the interactions completely dominate over
the harmonic trapping.
β(2)/βGS (γz)
as a function of βi/βGS and γz
0.125 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
0 1.233 1.076 1.013 0.987 0.991
1/1000 1.217 1.075 1.016 0.987 0.992
1/300 1.144 1.074 1.013 0.987 0.992
1/50 1.031 1.032 1.005 0.986 0.992
TABLE III. The values of β(2) (βi, γz) /βGS (γz), where∣
∣β(2) (βi, γz)
∣
∣ is the largest value of the post-quench |β| (i.e. of
|βq |) to which we can quench, starting from the ground state
at βi and γz, and still have the breather the breather complet-
ing at least two returns from the pericenter. For βi/βGS > 0.5,
the entries coincide with the corresponding ones in Table II,
because it is the first approach to the pericenter that turns
into a collapse (see text).
Time interval between first two pericenters
as a function of βi/βGS and γz
in the limit as βq → β(2)
0.125 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
0 72 29 41 26 20
1/1000 71 30 29 38 27
1/300 61 29 33 26 27
1/50 31 28 27 26 23
TABLE IV. The time intervals between the breather’s first
and second traversal of the breathing pericenter, in the limit
as post-quench β (i.e βq) approaches β(2). We quench from
the ground state at βi and γz.
B. Critical quench leading to the delayed collapse
Here we seek another kind of critical quench, deter-
mined by the largest value of the quench factor that still
allows the system to return from the pericenter at least
twice. As the quench increases, the collapse that prevents
the system from accomplishing this may happen either on
the second approach to the pericenter, or already on the
first. In the latter case, the critical value of the post-
quench coupling will be the same as in the previous sec-
tion. Numerically, we observe that the second approach
leads to collapse if the pre-quench coupling is weaker than
about βi = (1/2)βGS, whereas if the pre-quench coupling
is stronger than that, then the system collapses on the
first approach. Therefore, there is a crossover βi at which
the occurrence of the collapse switches from the second
approach to the first. Thus we conclude that, except for
the crossover point βi, for any given γz and βi, as the
critical quench is approached, the peak height increases,
according to a singular power law, at exactly one of the
pericenters. The variational model of Sec. II provides an
intuitive reason for this: if a pericenter is a precursor of
8the collapse (in the sense that it turns into a collapse if
we slightly increase the coupling strength), then the peri-
center corresponds to the effective particle approaching
the origin in a somewhat fine-tuned, a “just-right” way.
As the quench continuously increases, it is not surprising
that, eventually, one of the first two visits by the par-
ticle to the region around the origin starts to resemble
the “just-right” way of the approach. But it would be
surprising if this started to happen for both of the parti-
cle’s first two visits, the latter actually requiring another
fine-tuning, this time in βi, leading to the crossover βi.
The critical value of the coupling can therefore be de-
termined just as in the previous section: by monitoring,
as the quench increases, the peak heights at the first two
pericenters. Eventually, one of these heights will start
to increase (considered as a function of the quench) ac-
cording to a singular power law, and we can again use
the curve-fitting method of Fig. 5 to figure out the crit-
ical value of the coupling strength. The corresponding
results are summarized in Table III.
As the quench keeps increasing, one can also keep track
of the time interval between the first two pericenters. In
the limit of the quench approaching the critical point,
these time intervals converge to finite values, which are
presented in Table IV.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have numerically studied, within the mean-field
(GPE-based) approximation, the dynamical collapse of
a class of excited states in a BEC with attractive two-
body interactions [characterized by the interaction con-
stant β < 0 in Eq. (A1)], in a cigar-shaped potential
trap of aspect ratio γz . The excited states in question
are produced by preparing the system in its GS (ground
state) for some (γz , βi), and then quenching the coupling
strength to some βq with a larger absolute value. For
relatively weak quenches, the result is a stable excited
state of the BEC that undergoes oscillations in its width
and amplitude, i.e., a breather. When the width of the
system, viewed as a function of time, attains a minimum
or maximum, we say that the system is at its “pericenter”
or “apocenter,” respectively. On the other hand, for very
strong quenches, the system collapses immediately. For
intermediate quenches, the system becomes metastable,
exhibiting several pericenter-apocenter breathing cycles
before collapsing. We have tabulated, for a range of val-
ues of γz and βi, the following quantities: (1) the smallest
|βq| starting from which the collapse occurs immediately
(Table II); (2) the smallest |βq| at which the system col-
lapses before completing two returns from the pericenter,
i.e., in the course of its first or second shrinkage stage
(Table III); (3) the limiting value, as |βq| keeps increas-
ing towards the critical value from Table III, of the time
interval between the first two pericenters (Table IV). The
collapse is always identified by the following method: we
monitor the peak height of the density profile at the peri-
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FIG. 6. Nonperiodic breathing. The time evolution of
the density’s peak height, following a quench from the ground
state corresponding to parameters (γz = 0, βi = 0.125βGS) to
βq = 1.23βGS. The ten complete peaks correspond to peri-
centers; the 11th approach to the pericenter likely results in a
collapse. The peak-to-peak time intervals go from 69 for the
first one, to 36 for the second one, to 22 for the ninth one (in
the natural units).
centers of interest, as |βq| steadily increases. When βq
gets close to the critical value, the pericenter peak height
features a singular power-law dependence on βq. By fit-
ting the peak heights to the power-law approximation
given by Eq. (6), we have found the critical value of βq,
see Fig. 5. In Sec. II, we have also studied the stability in
the framework of a variational model, which offers useful
intuition for the understanding of (near-)collapse dynam-
ics. Moreover, this model provides the only currently
available estimate for the critical value of the quench be-
low which the system is stable for indefinitely long times
[see Fig. 4(a)]: ignoring the weak dependence on the as-
pect ratio γz, the value of |β| attained by the quench
must fall below ≈ 90% of |βGS(γz)|, for small initial βi.
This upper limit increases approximately linearly towards
100% of βGS as βi approaches βGS.
As a possible extension of the present work, one can
study what kinds of parameter regimes allow for metasta-
bility on time scales at which the upcoming experiments
may run. If they may be much longer than a few
breathing cycles, or if the pre-quench interaction strength
is weaker than (1/8) |βGS|, the new theoretical studies
may require more powerful computational resources than
what is used in the present work.
On the other hand, if the time scales available to the
simulations are sufficiently long, we envision studying
chaotic dynamics of breathers. In particular, one can see
in Fig. 6 that the breathing need not be periodic. The
study of chaotic dynamics can be carried out at the level
of dynamics of classical particles [41] (which actually cor-
responds to the variational model), and at the level of the
classical-field dynamics [42] (which corresponds to simu-
lations of the full GPE). Eventually, in this system one
9may also be able to study quantum effects in chaos as
well [43].
Next, an immediate objective may be to theoretically
substantiate the intuitively expected and numerically ob-
served singular power-law dependence of the pericenter
peak heights on the coupling strength (Fig. 5). To the
best of our knowledge, what has been extensively stud-
ied so far are self-similar solutions that exhibit power-law
divergences as functions of time for a fixed supercritical
interaction strength [18]. In contrast, the power-law ob-
served in Fig. 5 is a function of the interaction strength,
as it is approaching the critical value from below.
Finally, for realistic description of experiments, one
should include the loss and gain terms into the GPE. Af-
ter all, when the BEC becomes unstable and collapses, it
loses particles through three-body recombination. Thus
closer the system comes to a collapse, the more relevent
the loss terms are expected to be.
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Appendix A: The natural units
The “natural” units in this problem are those in which
~ = m = ωr = 1. It follows that the natural units
of time, length, and mass, respectively, are uT = 1/ωr,
uL = a⊥ =
√
~/(mωr), and uM = m. In the natural
units, the GPE simplifies to
i∂tΨ = −1
2
∇2Ψ+ 4π β |Ψ|2Ψ
+
1
2
(
x2 + y2 + γ2zz
2
)
Ψ , (A1)
where we used the fact that, in the natural units,
ωz has the numerical value γz, and gNa has the nu-
merical value 4π β. Of course, the above equation
can also be interpreted as a change of variables: we
introduce x¯ = x/uL (and similarly for the y- and
z-components) and t¯ = t/uT , and define the func-
tion Ψ¯(x¯, y¯, z¯, t¯) = u
3/2
L Ψ(uLx¯, uLy¯, uLz¯, uT t¯). Note
that Ψ¯ is normalized to 1 when integrated over x¯,
y¯, and z¯. We invert this, obtaining Ψ(x, y, z, t) =
u
−3/2
L Ψ¯(x/uL, y/uL, z/uL, t/uT ), and insert it into
Eq. (2). We then express x, y, z, and t in terms of x¯,
y¯, z¯, and t¯, and simplify. We get a “barred” version of
Eq. (A1): that very equation except that all of x, y, z, t,
and Ψ have bars on them. But since x¯ is the numerical
value of x when using natural units (and similarly for y,
z, t and Ψ), we see that the “barred” version of Eq. (A1)
is numerically identical to the actual Eq. (A1) provided
that in the latter we use the natural units. And we have
already seen that in those units, Eq. (A1) is numerically
identical to Eq. (2).
Appendix B: The “chirps” in the variational ansatz
It is well known that any variational ansatz for the
wave function Ψ, like that in Eq. (4), must have a
spatially-dependent phase whose functional form is x2
times a function of time, plus the corresponding terms
for the y- and z-components. (For example, in 1D, the
functional form of the phase would be the same if in-
stead of the Gaussian density profile one assumed a sech-
squared [34], which is the exact profile of a single GPE
soliton.) Despite it being well-known, it has proved dif-
ficult to find a published reference that explains these
facts. Reference [35] says that Ref. [34] has show that
these terms ‘are essential if one wants to obtain reliable
results’. From this one might expect that the latter ref-
erence compares what happens when these terms are ex-
cluded as compared to when they are present. But this
is not what that reference does: instead, it compares the
variational method (where such a term is simply included
without comment) to a different, non-variational method.
Indeed, we can see that completely excluding these terms
leads to a stationary solution. Namely, excluding these
terms is equivalent to setting px = 0 (and similarly for
the other two components); but since px = mw˙x/wx, we
get w˙x = 0 (and similarly for the x- and y-components).
The closest to an explanation that we’ve been able to
find in primary literature appears in Ref. [33], which says
only that these chirps should expected from ‘[p]hysical
intuition based on well-known results from linear and
nonlinear pulse propagation theory’. On the other hand,
Shaw [44] suggests that these terms were motivated by
the exact solution for a freely expanding Gaussan, a point
to which we will return shortly.
Moreover, the literature seems to be in agreement
[44, 45] that Ref. [32] is the original reference for this
functional form; however, in that paper it just appears
without comment.
Here we will try to justify the presence and the func-
tional form of these chirps in the Gaussan ansatz a bit
more explicitly. First of all, the exact solution for a freely
propagating Gaussian wavepacket with a stationary cen-
ter of mass has this form [44]. Second, one can always
write Ψ =
√
ρeiR/~, where ρ and R are real-valued func-
tions of x, y, z, and t. Inserting this into the GPE, the
imaginary part of the resulting equation gives the equa-
tion of continuity, ρ˙+ ~∇ ·
(
ρ~∇R/m
)
= 0. And from the
latter it immediately follows that as soon as the density
ρ has any time dependence at all, the phase R must have
a nonzero spatial gradient and so must depend on the
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spatial coordinates. Moreover, in 1D it is easy to show
that if ρ is a Gaussian with width wx(t), then in fact
the only way to satisfy the 1D continuity equation is to
have R = 12x
2mw˙x/wx. The ansatz in Eq. (4) is a natu-
ral generalization of this, and it is easy to show that it
does satisfy the 3D equation of continuity provided that
py = mw˙y/wy, and similarly for the z-components. Ad-
mittedly, we don’t have a proof that this functional form
of the phase is the only possible one that will satisfy the
3D continuity equation when ρ is a 3D gaussian, but it
is a reasonable conjecture. Finally, this ansatz results
in Eqs. (3), and they are known to give very good re-
sults when compared to numerics—for example for the
frequencies of small oscillations around the equilibrium
point [35], and for predictions for the onset of collapse,
equilibrium widths, and dynamical evolution laws of the
condensate parameters [46].
We hope that all these considerations provide a suffi-
cient justification for the presence of the “chirps” in the
variational ansatz.
Appendix C: Asymptotic isotropy of a collapsing
single-peak solution of the GPE
The true asymptotic shape of a collapsing single-peak
solution of the GPE has been extensively studied in the
literature, but open questions and even a degree of con-
troversy still remain. On the one hand, it is known
that asymptotically anisotropic collapsing solutions do
formally exist [47] and have been reported in earlier nu-
merically studies [48]. Moreover, these works gave physi-
cal arguments why it is that the anisotropic rather than
isotropic collapsing solutions should be stable. On the
other hand, not only has a numerical linear stability
analysis showed that isotropic collapse is stable with re-
spect to anisotropic disturbances [49], but also the most
recent high-quality numerical studies have never seen
any asymptotically anisotropic collapsing solutions. In-
stead they have found that initially anisotropic one-peak
solutions become isotropic near the collapse point, see
Refs. [50, 51] and p. 130 of Ref. [18]. Unfortunately, an-
alytic results are still lacking.
Appendix D: Discussion of results of Biasi et al. [29]
in light of our own results
Biasi et al. [29] carried out a study very much related
to ours, but with the following differences: 1. their sys-
tem was radially symmetric, while ours is not; 2. their
initial states were Gaussians, whereas for us they were
the ground states of our system; 3. the number of spatial
dimensions they considered went from two all the way
to seven, whereas we only studied the 3D case; 4. their
system was propagated until either it collapsed or some
a priori specified maximal time was reached, no matter
how many times it “bounced” from the pericenter; in
our case, we concentrated on thresholds for transition
between immediate collapse and collapse after a single
bounce, and for transition between collapse after a sin-
gle bounce and collapse after two. For some parameter
choices their system was at these same transition points
(in terms of how many bounces the system was able to
complete before collapsing), and so in those particular
cases (e.g. those labeled ǫ1 and ǫ2 in their Fig. 1), their
system and ours do not differ with respect to the number
of completed bounces; 5. they studied temporal evolu-
tion of the energy spectrum of low-lying modes as well
as the mode-mode coupling coefficients, whereas we have
not; 6. their criterion for collapse was apparent numerical
divergence of the height of the central peak of the density
distribution, whereas we used the procedure outlined in
Sec. III A.
The plots for ǫ1 and ǫ2 in their Fig. 1 are consistent
with the general pattern we observed in our data, and
they would correspond to β(1)/βGS = 0.67514 (see our
Table II) and β(2)/βGS = 0.67510 (see our Table III),
respectively. In our terms, we have that post-quench β =
1
8
√
pi
2 ǫ
2σ3, where σ is
√
2/5 in their Fig 1 and
√
1/2 in
their Fig 2. Of course, since their initial states are not
the same as ours, we wouldn’t be able to directly compare
the results quantitatively even if we had done simulations
for γz = 1.
Their Fig. 2 shows that the total time to collapse is a
very complicated non-monotonic function of the coupling
strength ǫ. We don’t have a plot corresponding to it, but
we can make an educated guess as to what is happening.
First of all, note that both the number of bounces and
the time intervals between them generally change with
changing ǫ, which could easily result in a complicated
plot. The most striking feature of their Fig. 2, however,
are the sharp peaks in the time-to-collapse. These are
likely the result of the system “lingering” at the thresh-
old of collapse for that particular bounce, a bit like when
an object climbs a hill with just barely enough energy to
go over it. (As we have seen above, variationally speak-
ing, actually it is not merely the question of total avail-
able energy, but also of the correct “aim” for the saddle
point; see Sec. II.) And once ǫ passes (as it is lowered) this
tricky threshold value, the collapses may start happening
more quickly—until the next time ǫ is fine-tuned at the
threshold of collapse during a particular bounce, which
would produce another peak in their Fig. 2. The sce-
nario we just outlined is consistent with their statement,
‘Roughly speaking, each step corresponds to a number
of bounces in the harmonic potential. At the boundary
between steps, tc presents a bump’. Unfortunately, we
cannot confirm this scenario from our own data, because
in effect we have the equivalent of just two points from
their Fig. 2. Note that what is being varied in our Ta-
bles II) and III are the aspect ratio and the initial state,
both of which are completely fixed in their Fig. 2; if we
fix them, then each table gives just one threshold value
of post-quench β.
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